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Improving the steering part of
satellites

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The position of a satellite towards the
earth or another point in space needs

The project ELSA - European Levitated Spherical Actuator - aims at developing an innovative satellite attitude and orbit control system (AOCS). For the
coordinator of the project, CSEM from Neuchatel, it is a chance to enter a
niche market.
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market is relatively small.
“And it is very difficult to enter”, says
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Emmanuel Onillon, “as you have to prove
very

conclusively

that

your

product

is

extremely reliable, and for that you have to
participate in scientific missions” – which are
not taking place all too often either.
But he is confident that they can enter this
niche market because “it is not just an
improved version of an old product, it really
is an innovation, something that has not
been here before”.
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